Faculty’s okay puts senior on admissions committee

Because the faculty passed March 19 a proposal to include students in the school’s admissions process, SLC Vice President Bob Jaffe, a senior, is now a member of the Admissions Committee.

The proposal evolved from a self-evaluation by the school’s five-member faculty-administration Admissions Committee and was endorsed by SLCC before presentation to the faculty, also proving to student guides to evaluate applicants.

The guides are to be selected in time to work on applicants for the coming year.

The FACCC has been unable to reach a decision on the proposal at a meeting March 2 and decided in a special meeting a week later to continue discussion.

SLCC hopes to gain additional new proposals for students through a Bill of Rights Monday night, 7 p.m., cafeteria.

The proposal defines students’ rights among others of dress, attendance, use of free time, and the number of meetings it makes.

The SLCC officials full members of the administrative group, the Student Assembly, and Admissions Committee.

STEVE SAID he expects difficulties if SLC passes the document.

Discussion concerning remodeling of Belfield is continuing among students, teachers, and parents.

In addition, Prof. Reafood Campbell, dean of the Graduate School of Education under which the Lab Schools operates, is having two University forums on the use of space in U-High and make recommendations.

If a theater is not ready in Belfield for an April 10 opening, the play probably could be postponed beginning the following weekend at International House for an unetermined number of performances.

Prepared for that eventuality, the construction crew is building a set which can be used to accommodate different stage ideas, she said.

Director to leave

In a letter to faculty, staff and parents, Lab Schools Director Francis V. Lloyd Jr. announced he is taking a sabbatical leave for the 1970-71 year. "Personal and professional reasons prompted my request," Mr. Lloyd said. He added that he will make his decision after driving, tourism, and self-evaluation by the school’s faculty.

In preparation for the opening of the Student Union bookstore next month, General Manager

Blacks favor black-led activities

By Kathy Zuppan and Aida Weinberg

If black students do not participate in most U-High activities, as has been suggested to the Midway, it is because they prefer to devote their time to a favored few, mostly those they conceived.

According to a Midway survey, the favored activities are student government, the Black Students Association (BSA) and Onyx, a black literary magazine.

Student Legislative Coordinating Council (SLCC) has six black members, up from four last year. Out of 35 and Student Board three out of 42.

The presidents of SLCC, the social division of Student Union and Student Board are black.

So are the vice president and secretary of the social division and vice president of the cultural division of the Union.

Thirty-five students participate, mainly in BSA, according to its treasurer, Sophomore Mark Sykes, through all of U-High’s 68 black students automatically are members.

About 30 black students contribute to Onyx, which is managed by 13 black students.

Many blacks say they feel they best express themselves as blacks in these activities.

A writer of student government, "It seems rather simple that blacks or any minority in an environment would like to have a say in what involves them in fact they cannot control the environment."

Junior Helene Covin, black president of Student Board, said she feels "There are a lot of changes to be made and student government may be the vehicle with which to make them."

Some black students say they feel they need to be clued in to black consciousness."

The Midway has three black columns in its staff of 24, Mid-Highs has one black on a staff of 24. One staff out of the 44-member cast of the full production was black.

There is one black member of the four language clubs.

The one black member of the yearbook staff, Senior Carolyn Thomas, said publications fail to attract blacks because the Midway has criticized the Black Student Association.

But Publications Advisor Wayne Brasier said he checked back in the Midway’s lines and found the paper has never criticized BSA, but organizations which withheld information from the paper, among which was BSA.

Dean of Students Stadard Carol Michael said he felt black participation in clubs may be low because "black students collectively function on the shared premise that participation in student government and athletics are permissible to their system of values, whereas participation in non-curricular clubs, interest groups and activities is impermissible because it is seen as somehow both hokey and hokey, meaning ‘not part of the style, no soul.’"

Junior Roberta Shapiro said she feels that, “Basically, it is a matter of perception. I don’t think it’s a discrimination issue but it is a matter of perception."

In a small organization there might be only one or two blacks and those might seem a token presence whereas a black is a part of a larger group of blacks. The University’s students will open early next fall, which is the percentage of blacks in the school.”

Preparation

Mark Paleikin, editor and political editor of the Midway, has received a national award for the best feature story to appear in a high school newspaper between October 1, 1969, and February, 1970.

Presentation was made Saturday at a high school newspaper convention by the College Publishers, Inc. of Chicago.

Mark’s winning entry was a sights-and-sounds account of Drama Teacher Robert Keil directing a rehearsal for a production of “Amigos” last spring. It appeared in the February 26, 1969, Midway.

Mark won the same best feature award for a feature story that appeared with Cartoonist Bill Mauldin. He is the only person to win more than one award in the program’s 13 years.

This year is the third consecutive year that the staff of Midway staff has received one of the four awards. In 1968 the paper became known to win a special award for the nation’s best high school paper.

Robotea published the work, the Magician, and a forum at Muncie (Ind.) High School for the March 15, 1970, Midway.

Faculty's okay puts senior on admissions committee

U-High’s student-directed production of "The Diary of Anne Frank" will be ready for a theater April 19, but will be a theater ready for it.

Plans to build a new theater in Belfield Hall, where Director Katie Getzel plans to present the play, remain tentative, according to principal Carl Rice.

Such a theater probably would be constructed where drafting and crafts rooms presently are located, as in a drawing in the February 24 Midway.

"WE HOPE a new theater will be built over vacation and are blocking scenes and designing sets with the size and shape of the mechanical drawing room in mind," Katie said.

Mr. Rice said, that although some scenes are built in the present Belfield have been submitted, "none have been decided on. The one I like best, however, is the one the Midway printed."
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Blacks favor black-led activities

In The Wind

TUESDAY, MARCH 17 — Ice hockey, Kenwood, 8:45 p.m., Rainbo Arena, 4206 North Clark Street.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18 — World War II, Morgan and Sullivan Community Sing, 11th East 96th Street (annual Gilber and Sullivan productions sponsored by the Parents Association benefit the Lab Schools Scholarship Fund).
THURSDAY, MARCH 19 — Guidance homerooms, 2:15 p.m.
Monday, March 22—Monday, March 29 — Spring recess.
Tuesday, April 7—Basketball, Morgan Park Academy, 3:30 p.m., here; Tennis, Morgan Park Academy, 3:30 p.m., here; Jay Miller speech (story page 21, 7:30 p.m., Judd 136.
Friday, April 10 — Tennis, Latin, 3:30 p.m., here; Basketball, Latin, 4:15 p.m., here; Dance, 8:10 p.m., cafeteria.
Tuesday, April 14 — Midway out after school; Basketball, St. Michael's, 3:30 p.m., here; Open auditions for 1970 Gilbert and Sullivan production, "Yeoman of the Guard," 7 p.m., cafeteria.
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of Anne Frank," to be presented next month, Mr. Daniel (Junior Mark Spiegel) divides potatoes equally among the group while Mrs. Van Dam (Senior Pam Harris) supervises.

FRIENDS sitting with Anne Frank's family during the Nazi occupation of Amsterdam are dismayed to find scenes of food theft and inhumanity supply, this scene from student-produced "The Diary of Anne Frank."
Report to examine power

By Steve Garmsia
A report on student involvement in decision-making at U-High will be made available to the entire school community by its author, Mr. Bob Marshall, a student at the University of Chicago in educational psychology. The U.S. Office of Education granted him a fellowship to do the report, which he completed by the end of June. "There has been little if any research on the forces involved in the growth and course of student involvement," Mr. Marshall said, explaining that he intends his report to "increase the fund of knowledge in this area."

Mr. Marshall plans to trace the course of student power at U-High since the replacement of Student Council with the Student Legislative Coordinating Council in 1969. He will investigate "the degree to which student government has stood and how it has attempted to exert power outlines for it."

U-High was chosen for the report because it was easily accessible to him. Taking notes and checking facts with different sources to insure accuracy, Mr. Marshall has talked extensively with 25 students and briefly with 75 Faculty and parents are next. He has sat in on meetings of the faculty, student government, Midway editorial board and Student Teacher Council. He must definitely remain confidential, he hinted, that to be an effective researcher he must remain unbiased.

Parents needn't hear V.D. blues

Have you got venereal disease? Do you know what it is? I do. So if you can now get medical attention without having your parents notified."

The Illinois legislature recently approved a bill which permits residents 12 years and older to receive treatment without parental notification. Previously, doctors and clinics were required to tell parents or guardians of the patient. At any time.

Summer school

Because his first summer was spent on a protest against the whole system, which is the only way of life in the school, he decided to spend the summer on campus. His plan was to continue his education at the university and to work on the staff of the college magazine. He had been a part-time student for a year and a half, but he felt that he needed more time to devote himself to his studies.

A sports clinic and music course are new offerings, she said. The program brochure will be ready in early April.

Principal invites students to discuss school needs

Students are concerned about the welfare of U-High and have been meeting with Principal Carl Rime in school and at his home at his invitation. The students were invited to express their complaints about the school and give opinions and suggestions on how the school could be improved.

ACLUer speech

Mr. Jay Miller, Illinois chairman of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) will speak 7:30 p.m. today in the school's Young Men's Christian Association. Mr. Miller was granted an invite by the local organization after his appearance at the University of Chicago in 1969. He has been active in appeals procedures for the Conservative Seven. A FASHION SHOW was one of the most popular features of After American Days, March 24, sponsored by the Black Students Association. Other programs included lectures by Mr. Thomas Todd, assistant U.S. attorney, and Mr. Clyde Ross of the Contract Buyers League; the film "Black History: Stolen or Strayed?" poetry readings; and exhibits of black-made and -owned art.
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Man of the Moment

"Mr. Jay Miller, Illinois chairman of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) will speak 7:30 p.m. today in the school's Young Men's Christian Association. Mr. Miller was granted an invite by the local organization after his appearance at the University of Chicago in 1969. He has been active in appeals procedures for the Conservative Seven. A FASHION SHOW was one of the most popular features of After American Days, March 24, sponsored by the Black Students Association. Other programs included lectures by Mr. Thomas Todd, assistant U.S. attorney, and Mr. Clyde Ross of the Contract Buyers League; the film "Black History: Stolen or Strayed?" poetry readings; and exhibits of black-made and -owned art.

‘Coalition’ strives to compel change

By Anita Weinberg
A small core of dissatisfied students who successfully involved more than 300 other students in a tardy-slip protest hope to force radical changes at U-High's education, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) members said last week.

Mr. Marshall has talked extensively with about 25 students and briefly with 75 faculty and parents are next. He has sat in on meetings of the faculty, student government, Midway editorial board and Student Teacher Council. He must definitely remain confidential, he hinted, that to be an effective researcher he must remain unbiased.
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Summer school

Because his first summer was spent on a protest against the whole system, which is the only way of life in the school, he decided to spend the summer on campus. His plan was to continue his education at the university and to work on the staff of the college magazine. He had been a part-time student for a year and a half, but he felt that he needed more time to devote himself to his studies.

A sports clinic and music course are new offerings, she said. The program brochure will be ready in early April.

Principal invites students to discuss school needs

Students are concerned about the welfare of U-High and have been meeting with Principal Carl Rime in school and at his home at his invitation. The students were invited to express their complaints about the school and give opinions and suggestions on how the school could be improved.

ACLUer speech

Mr. Jay Miller, Illinois chairman of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) will speak 7:30 p.m. today in the school's Young Men's Christian Association. Mr. Miller was granted an invite by the local organization after his appearance at the University of Chicago in 1969. He has been active in appeals procedures for the Conservative Seven. A FASHION SHOW was one of the most popular features of After American Days, March 24, sponsored by the Black Students Association. Other programs included lectures by Mr. Thomas Todd, assistant U.S. attorney, and Mr. Clyde Ross of the Contract Buyers League; the film "Black History: Stolen or Strayed?" poetry readings; and exhibits of black-made and -owned art.
Budget stories arouse comment

The Midway's series of articles on school decisions concerning the opening of U-High was published, in the opinion of some University and Lab Schools administrators, with a certain amount of care and deliberation.

The paper's editor-in-chief disclosed that Lab Schools Director Francis V. Lloyd Jr. said he felt the articles were "premature," and that he wanted to hold off on the story until after the controversy had subsided.

Mr. Lloyd said he would have preferred to have seen the Midway run a budget roundup story after the budget was approved and decisions finalized.

A principal-administration-faculty communication on budget considerations January 13 headlined, "Let's not do that" again," particularly irked Mr. Lloyd.

In a series of conferences with the Midway's editor, he expressed the feeling that a lack of communication did not exist as the story implied and that the story was born of interviews with a large number of malcontent.

"Some people like the Midway," said Edwin Midway, Jr., editor-in-chief.

Individual union numbers are not available, but there are 300 members.

Reluctance to discuss the issue is not without its reasons, but the exact number is unknown.

"I've been trying to get a union contract," said Mr. Midway.

Most students said they felt the Midway was a newspaper that was not interested in their opinions. The students wanted the Midway to report news accurately and thought it was biased, not after it was over.

"What Mr. Lloyd and others Maggie Faye Shapiro

$200 raised

Fourth-graders from classes of Miss Linda Radley and Miss Mary L. Rooker are shown receiving the $200 raised to purchase an identification card for a student-teacher at Lab Schools.

More seniors delaying college

By Anita Weinberg

Increasing practice among U-High seniors to skip a year between high school and college has the approval of College Counselor Ronald Westrate.

"Our seniors as a group," he explained, "are younger than most going to college; and the type of community they come from, socio-economically, does not demand that they have to go to college.

"Between 20 to 25 seniors are not planning to enter college next year, he said.

Senior President John Lundeen said he felt the Senior Lounge had helped unite his class, and the other presidents said they now felt that unity must come naturally.

Nearing the end of their terms in office, three of U-High's four class presidents do not feel they have succeeded in unifying the class or increasing participation in the planning of class events as they had proposed to do when elected.

Though Senior President John Lundeen said he felt the Senior Lounge had helped unite his class, the other presidents said they now feel that unity must come naturally.

The other presidents are Steve McDermott, junior; Lance Sanders, sophomore; and Jay Golster, freshman.
U-High's future would be affected little by its growing financial problems and accompanying tuition raises and even less by financial and disciplinary problems at neighbor and other private high schools.

So says Lab School Director Francis V. Lloyd, Jr., despite what he terms "multiplying" expenses here and "depressing" situations at Harvard-St. George, Faulkner, South Shore and Kenwood High Schools.

Financial problems here will affect the school program here less than parents' pocketbooks, Mr. Lloyd believes.

Tuition will be raised $30 to $100 next year and administrators expect a $25 to $35 raises in years after as operating costs continue to rise.

Mr. Lloyd noted that the University's 26 per cent tuition remission for faculty families (35 per cent of the school) will offset the increase for many parents. He expects few parents of present students would be able to pay the raised tuition.

Expansion of the Lab School is improbable, Mr. Lloyd said, despite additional student enrollment. The school is not able to accommodate increased enrollment.

Debaters see chance for nat'l tournament

Emerging with the best two-man team in the West Suburban Section, U-High's varsity debaters will be among the top contenders in each of their two bids to gain a berth in the national tournament at Overland, Kansas, according to Team Captain Erwin Chemerinsky.

The team will get its first chance over the weekend in the National Forensic League District Tournament at Northwestern University, a double elimination match for teams from Illinois.

Second opportunity to go to Overland will come the weekend of April 5-6 when the team will go to Illinois State University at Normal to participate in the State Tournament against other teams from the state.

The duo defeated each of the four teams they faced and had the best overall speaker points. Freshman David Wilkins and Senior John Zollin were 3.0 in the sectional and did not qualify for State.

The varsity team has won three tournaments and taken second place in four meets this season. The junior varsity has won three, including one novice victory.

Unsettled unrest

Last of student disturbance in school was fought by school authorities, led by police and administrators. This was before the outbreak of racial trouble at Harvard-St. George.

"An injury to Student Lived in Independent High Schools," in a report of the National Association of Independent Schools, a federation of more than 600 school authorities, notes that the Lab School has the most "outstanding" problems in academic achievement, faculty, staff, student life and administration.

The report notes that faculty salaries in the Lab School run from $1,200 to $1,800 a year, with 25 per cent of those salaries below $1,000.

With a faculty of 18, the Lab School needs at least 21 full-time teachers to handle a school of 230 students.

Students must work with an average of one teacher for every 13 students.

Also the Lab School is seriously short on textbooks, reports the report.

Exchange visits

CLASE FRANCOIETTI, American Field Serv­ ice exchange student from Cruise de Thom­ son High School, journeyed to U-High that of February 23 while Golden-Album Mexican club visited the school last March.

Mrs. Franco received a special citation from the school, and Messrs. Alejandro Aponte and Miosi Espinosa, both of the Mexican club, were presented with American Field Service certificates of membership.

Miles распространен

Frank calls comprise up to 10 per cent of the calls taken by University Security on the 39 white and Hispanic schools, according to University Police Sgt. John M. McConnell, chief of police, who said he had no record of a call.

The last major emergency was from the four phones nearest U-High, and it has been "reduced to a mere sputter" since the call.

The University has no record of any calls from the area.

Nonpublic schools eye aid

In the La Salle schools, budgeted to bear an added tax burden on some parents could re­ sult if the Illinois legislature passes laws designed to aid non­s chooling.

The bill would partially subsidize tuition of students applying for such aid — primarily a nonpublic school aid bill adopted by the state legislature this spring.

What's ahead for U-High?

Kenwood High School, U-High's neighbor at 46th Blackstone Ave., suffered a violent encounter February 18 between students participating in a sit-in front of administration offices and Chicago police.

The sit-in reportedly grew from the inability or failure of administra­ tors to respond to a "manifesto" presented to them by concerned students and the presence of state police.

The students involved said they would give administrators 48 hours to respond.

Major demands in the "manifesto" were for more relevant teach­ ers, especially black teachers; more efficient school and home­ tory courses; more lenient attendance regulations, and the right to have a student lounge after school.

Panther Leader Fred Hampton.
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Although Miss Mallahan's office was a few minutes, however, the policemen came out and cleared the street and the two sixty-two-stu­ dents were arrested.

Since the incident, administra­ tors, teachers and parents have been meeting in an attempt to solve the school's problems.

South Shore de­integrates

Despite a new building opened last year, white students in inte­ grated South Shore are not attend­ ing its public high school.

A residential area in which many U-Highers live, South Shore is 60 per cent black.

A residential area in which many U-Highers live, South Shore is 60 per cent black.

A residential area in which many U-Highers live, South Shore is 60 per cent black.
**GROWING UP IN CHICAGO**

**Recreation picture varied**

(Last in a series of articles. Recreational facilities in the topic.)

By Hedy Weinberg

Chicago provides the gamut of recreational facilities for young people willing to seek them out, according to most U-Highers interviewed by a Midway reporter.

They cited as available to U-Highers school activities, parties, trips to the Point on Lake Michigan at 56th street, visits to museums in the area, movie-going, rock concerts, skating on the Midway in winter and picnics at Indians Dunes in summer.

Dean of Students Stansdord Carmichael agrees that Chicago offers a sufficient range of recreational facilities, but he feels students at U-High do not use them all, probably because of time-consuming extrascholastic programs offered by the school.

Mr. Marshall Well, assistant director of public information for the Chicago Park District, believes that, "If one wants, there are enough recreational facilities available to him/herself."

But high costs of transportation, fear of gangs and new technological developments have led to decreased use of some parks and other recreational facilities, he feels.

"Television affects the use of the parks," he explained. "Now, people would rather watch a football game than go out and participate in one."

The amount of money a person has does not determine the amount of recreational facilities available to him in Chicago, according to Mrr. Well.

"There are as many facilities offered as there are in wealthier sections of the city," he said.

Alderman A. A. Rayner of the city council believes that there is less of a barrier between students and teachers. "There is less of a barrier between students and teachers," he continued. "One reason for this is that teachers are willing to spend more time with students than they have to.

One problem with some students here is an excessive verbal ability. They have these big vocabularies and can construct beautiful, elegant sentences, but sometimes, if you look carefully, there isn't too much substance behind what they say.

For the most part, however, Mr. Fryden feels that U-Highers have been "a rewarding group of students with which to work."

In evaluating the problems of recreation here, Mr. Fryden does not make a habit of condemning any one thing as a cause. "I've been made aware that there are many causes lying behind an event, and an attempt to change a situation can only succeed through changing all of the things which cause it," he explained.

After a short pause he added, "I haven't discovered any solutions for anything."
Unhuman friends spook printer, former student

By Liz Greenberg

Beware! Wherever you go something unhuman may be going with you.

"spirits" which may or may not be human and which are not bound by laws of physics, affiliate with a teachers' union or enter a collective bargaining agreement with the University. The Association's constitution did not permit such activity under the provision, "The Association shall be locally autonomous," explained President Philip Montag. Under proposals considered Thursday, this provision would be deleted.

If the changes were approved the group will explore a number of possible moves, according to Mr. Montag, social studies chairmen. Affiliation with either of two teachers' unions or a collective bargaining agent will be considered, he said.

Any of these moves would be possible despite the fact that only about 50 teachers belong to the union, according to Mr. Montag, social studies chairmen.

The Association considers bargainers.

SLCC may try own newspaper

Student government may publish its own newspaper next year as a substitute for Friday homerooms, according to SLCC President Steve Pitts.

Last year student government asked that homerooms be reinstated so representatives could report to students.

"About 24 per cent of the student body has cut or been tardy for homerooms at least once this year, records indicate," Steve feels homerooms are too important to be dropped. "It would be a real waste of time and money for the school to drop homerooms," he said. The school-owned printer would probably be distributed on it.

Options okay

"No complaints about U-High behavior," reports SLCC President Steve Pitts about off-campus option status, which allows students to go off campus during open periods.

Of U-High's 606 students, 274 applied for option and 200 were granted it. Steve says he doesn't know how many of the 236 students with option go off campus illegally, but two have been picked up by truant officers.
As the Midway sees it

Hard to enforce rules no one knows about

A U-Higher carefully pulled his car up near the school and parallel parked. He opened the car door and gazed up unexpectedly into the glaring eyes of Dean of Students Stamford Carmichael.

"My w-w-what?" the U-Higher stammered.

"Your driver's pass," STC said. "I didn't know I didn't know. I didn't know I didn't know. I didn't know. I didn't know."

"The Student Handbook specifically states, "Girls are permitted to wear slacks!" How can the Silent Study remain silent when monitors indifferently cluster with each other?"

If these questions are hard to answer, those students have raised about attendance regulations are even harder.

Principal Carl Rinne says the "attendance system is working reasonably well," that girls are not always allowed to wear slacks to school and that students really can get in trouble for cutting classes.

Such rules do exist... unphilosophical, sometimes contradictory and often unenforced.

In a study to see if no one is interested in eating in the schoolways when he frequently sees teachers ignore this rule by standing in the hallways and shouting, "Get out! Get in the hallways!"

How is it a girl to know that a teacher has final say in deciding whether slacks are "appropriate" and rules are much more subtle and surreptitious than those at most schools.

Unlike students at "High School," U-Highers have a much more oppressive administration to fight. Ours is friendly, even paternal. But it is only friendly to the student rights despite repeated administrative assaults of student autonomy.

Understand the same in the movie, U-Highers are not irrationally disciplined and represed by administrators. But at least a dozen teachers have told Midway reporters they feel oppressed and are afraid to speak out in fear of reprisals from administrators in the form of admonishments and poor recommendations when they leave, despite Lab School's Director Francis V. Lloyd's steadfast denials of such a situation. At U-High there are no teachers emotionally reacting "Cosey at the But" or dissent. Some administrative acts are handled as in English classes, as in the movie. But some are with a cutting edge as ever, according to Dean of Students Stamford Carmichael. Interest in classes seems to be decreasing but rather than increasing.

Here are few rules concerning how one looks, what one says or where one goes, unlike at "High School" where students' lives seemed to be dominated by a cornucopia of insignificant rules. But the few rules that do exist are at U-High are consistently bent and ignored by a large percentage of students.

At U-High there are no teachers emotionally reacting "Cosey at the But" or dissent. Some administrative acts are handled as in English classes, as in the movie. But some are with a cutting edge as ever, according to Dean of Students Stamford Carmichael. Interest in classes seems to be decreasing but rather than increasing.

The government also has used its sub-powers to make involuntary under­takers of the Black Book, a faculty rulebook that includes all Labora­tory of freedom is probably unconstitutional. At the urging of President Nixon, the FBI has passed a proposal allowing Washington judges to jail what they consider "Dangerous" criminals for 10 years before trial. This measure supports the elimination of innocence, combating crime by as­saulting constitutional rights.

The Bill lists individual rights concerning attendance, off-campus options, driving, freedom of expression and uniform applica­tion of rules. But it does not consider the right of each student to determine course of instruction and evaluation of his work.

The "Bill of Rights" is too typical of SLCC legislation which does not reflect major issues. For example, students who are concerned about testing procedures are concerned about the testing procedures. Students feel they can make their own decisions and matters of similar import will be strongly opposed by the student contingent of the school. In closed meetings, teachers and administra­tors have considered some of their jurisdic­tion invalidate.

But even the prospect — real or imagined — of a hostile faculty should not deter SLCC from expanding its sphere of influence. No should possess the ability to create a constitution that limits SLCC to directly dealing with extracurricular activities.

Learning is the main function of the school, the function of the reports. News media have been asked by the FBI to surrender confiden­tial information on government dissent­ers such as unused photos and notes on peace demonstrations and Black Panthers.

Unless this increasing amount of Big Brotherism is checked by protest, ideals of freedom will be lost. By 1967, internee Jennings White, as he sees this Big Brotherism, can best protect their own right of freedom by staying informed on how the government is infringing upon that right.

The committee should abolish rules which are not and cannot be enforced. A rule not enforced cannot be con­sidered a rule.

The Conrad Hilton, symbol of Chicago hospitality and American democracy, ac­cording to his golden statue to his guest third floor. There would one find the Illinois Senate committee hearings. Floating along her crimson carpet are multitudes of entrepreneurs with their political ideas and handshakes, entering the "Committee on Suffrage and Constitutional Amend­ments to the Constitution of the State of Illinois."

THOUGHTS...

...about a hearing

Speaking with me was Dawna Poole, president of the University of Illinois, a UAW local, representatives, business­men and several students. Each represented those who were interested in reducing the age of 18 to 16.

"I'm over 17" the U-Higher stammered. "Where's your driving pass?" STC roared.
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Understand the same in the movie, U-Highers are not irrationally disciplined and represed by administrators. But at least a dozen teachers have told Midway reporters they feel oppressed and are afraid to speak out in fear of reprisals from administrators in the form of admonishments and poor recommendations when they leave, despite Lab School's Director Francis V. Lloyd's steadfast denials of such a situation. At U-High there are no teachers emotionally reacting "Cosey at the But" or dissent. Some administrative acts are handled as in English classes, as in the movie. But some are with a cutting edge as ever, according to Dean of Students Stamford Carmichael. Interest in classes seems to be decreasing but rather than increasing.

Here are few rules concerning how one looks, what one says or where one goes, unlike at "High School" where students' lives seemed to be dominated by a cornucopia of insignificant rules. But the few rules that do exist are at U-High are consistently bent and ignored by a large percentage of students.

At U-High there are no teachers emotionally reacting "Cosey at the But" or dissent. Some administrative acts are handled as in English classes, as in the movie. But some are with a cutting edge as ever, according to Dean of Students Stamford Carmichael. Interest in classes seems to be decreasing but rather than increasing.

The government also has used its sub-powers to make involuntary under­takers of the Black Book, a faculty rulebook that includes all Labora­tory of freedom is probably unconstitutional. At the urging of President Nixon, the FBI has passed a proposal allowing Washington judges to jail what they consider "Dangerous" criminals for 10 years before trial. This measure supports the elimination of innocence, combating crime by as­saulting constitutional rights.

The Bill lists individual rights concerning attendance, off-campus options, driving, freedom of expression and uniform applica­tion of rules. But it does not consider the right of each student to determine course of instruction and evaluation of his work.

The "Bill of Rights" is too typical of SLCC legislation which does not reflect major issues. For example, students who are concerned about testing procedures are concerned about the testing procedures. Students feel they can make their own decisions and matters of similar import will be strongly opposed by the student contingent of the school. In closed meetings, teachers and administra­tors have considered some of their jurisdic­tion invalidate.

But even the prospect — real or imagined — of a hostile faculty should not deter SLCC from expanding its sphere of influence. No should possess the ability to create a constitution that limits SLCC to directly dealing with extracurricular activities.

Learning is the main function of the school, the function of the reports. News media have been asked by the FBI to surrender confiden­tial information on government dissent­ers such as unused photos and notes on peace demonstrations and Black Panthers.

Unless this increasing amount of Big Brotherism is checked by protest, ideals of freedom will be lost. By 1967, internee Jennings White, as he sees this Big Brotherism, can best protect their own right of freedom by staying informed on how the government is infringing upon that right.

The committee should abolish rules which are not and cannot be enforced. A rule not enforced cannot be con­sidered a rule.
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Revolution coming? Which one?

Is the revolution coming? A majority of students and teachers questioned in a recent Midway poll feel it is.

Revolution increasingly has been the subject of discussion, particularly with regard to the activities of such radical groups as the Black Panthers and the Conspiracy Trial. Few people interviewed by Midway reporters were talking, however, about the same revolution.

SOMETHING REFERRED to the black movement, some to women’s liberation and some to Students for a Democratic Society. Still others referred to revolution as social change.

Of those who felt a violent, political takeover of the government is imminent, few agree on procedure, time and effects of such a revolution.

Those who don’t feel that overturning the political structure is feasible cited military, economic and social reasons that would hinder a revolt.

MANY PEOPLE felt that social change would occur, such as blacks assimilating into white society. Changes in hiring policies, wage gains and favorable court decisions towards blacks constitute a kind of revolution, according to many of those questioned.

Freshman Vicki Johnson said, “It’s a racial revolution and it’s here now. Changes are being made now.”

Freshman Blanche Jones also stressed the immediacy of the black movement.

“THE BLACK revolution is here,” she said. “We’re tired of waiting for things to happen, I can’t see these changes as being anything but a black revolution.”

Senior Jim Grodzicki said that an economic revolution would occur, where the one who could get a share of profits would be feasible only if whites and blacks united.

“The low classes of blacks and whites could unite and disrupt the economy and gain power. The revolution would be in the hands of the worker,” he explained.

Social Studies Teacher Diane Perult also felt that blacks could not have a successful revolution without the help of whites.

OTHER SOCIAL studies teachers cited other factors that would hinder revolution.

Mr. Joel Surgal said that only a problem like pollution could unite enough people to revolt.

Mrs. Jane Southworth felt that most people in the United States were too comfortable to revolt.

Mr. Earl Bell, who teaches a course on revolution, said, “In order for there to be a revolution there must be violent changes, and violent change is not possible in a developed country.”

Mr. Bell also cited United States military power as a major deterrent to revolution.

CONSPIRACY 7 Trial outcome anticlimactic, U-Highers feel

Anti-climactic is how U-Highers view the outcome of the Chicago 7 Conspiracy Trial in which some of the defendants were convicted of conspiracy, five were convicted of inciting riots and defendants and lawyers received contempt sentences up to four years. Senior Malcolm Morris said, “I think that it will be less significant in a few months. It will be just another gripe.”

Senior Mark Ingraham said the verdict was not surprising and “It didn’t prove anything and its done it’s done. It won’t hinder or help the revolution at all.”

Students did feel more strongly about Judge Julius Hoffman's decision to accept wire-tapped evidence and other actions that threaten civil liberties.

Junior David Miles said, “I think that some of the defendants’ rights were walked on, especially against Bobby Seale. And I think that wire-tapping is unconstitutional and should be completely illegal.”

Junior Jay Mikesell also was concerned about defendants’ rights.

“They are my rights and if theirs are taken away, so are mine,” Jay said.

Junior Richard Harris thought that the outcome was not impartial because of the pressure of the jury and judge.

“They were afraid of the defendants because of what they represent. It was a judgment of their political beliefs,” he said.

FASES AT PLACES

Students tell why they leave to eat

By Debbie Kalk

The question: Why are you eating lunch someplace else than the school cafeteria?

The replies: AT GORDON’S RESTAURANT — Greg Clarke, sophomore: The service here is slow but the food is good.

Aldo Pedrosa, sophomore: I personally don’t like this place but it’s still better than school.

Ricky McGuire, junior: The food at school costs too much and it’s greasy.

AT WOODWARD COURT — Todd Brower, sophomore: I’m eating here because I was getting sick of the cafeteria food.

Peter Getzels, freshman: It’s a lot more pleasant here. It’s less noisy and there’s no garbage.

BANDERSNATCH — Allison Heiserman, freshman: It’s cheap and it’s pretty fast.

It’s no place to school but I like the music sometimes.
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Sophomore protests tardy slip protest

Why kids take drugs

From Karen Groban, prefreshman:

I protest the misguided “radicalism” of the U-High student body and the STC organization (see story page 3, editor’s column page 9), which encouraged students to come to their classes late, 10 minutes late in order to abolish the tardy slip system.

To me, this is a group of idealistic, placid students trying to “beat” Mr. Rinne, Mr. Carrick, Mr. Johnson and other teachers who are trying to keep us on task.

I was surprised to learn that my group of students attempted to talk with Msra. Riny and Paul Mendelson. Carmichael had been made by the STC...or any other students, prior to the strike.

It’s unfortunate that a student body should be so bored and irresponsible as to pick up a cause so laughable and petty as late slips (1) and practically tear down the political structure which go on to avail Well.

From Paul Mendelson, sophomore:

I protest. I protest the misguided “radicalism” of the U-High student body and the STC organization (see story page 3, editor’s column page 9), which encouraged students to come to their classes late, 10 minutes late in order to abolish the tardy slip system.

To me, this is a group of idealistic, placid students trying to “beat” Mr. Rinne, Mr. Carrick, Mr. Johnson and other teachers who are trying to keep us on task.

I was surprised to learn that my group of students attempted to talk with Msra. Riny and Paul Mendelson. Carmichael had been made by the STC...or any other students, prior to the strike.

It’s unfortunate that a student body should be so bored and irresponsible as to pick up a cause so laughable and petty as late slips (1) and practically tear down the political structure which go on to avail Well.

Trials outcome anticlimactic, U-Highers feel

Anti-climactic is how U-Highers view the outcome of the Chicago 7 Conspiracy Trial in which some of the defendants were convicted of conspiracy, five were convicted of inciting riots and defendants and lawyers received contempt sentences up to four years.

Senior Malcolm Morris said, “I think that it will be less significant in a few months. It will be just another gripe.”

Senior Mark Ingraham said the verdict was not surprising and “It didn’t prove anything and its done it’s done. It won’t hinder or help the revolution at all.”

Students did feel more strongly about Judge Julius Hoffman’s decision to accept wire-tapped evidence and other actions that threaten civil liberties.

Junior David Miles said, “I think that some of the defendants’ rights were walked on, especially against Bobby Seale. And I think that wire-tapping is unconstitutional and should be completely illegal.”

Junior Jay Mikesell also was concerned about defendants’ rights.

“They are my rights and if theirs are taken away, so are mine,” Jay said.

Junior Richard Harris thought that the outcome was not impartial because of the pressure of the jury and judge.

“They were afraid of the defendants because of what they represent. It was a judgment of their political beliefs,” he said.

Student MAILBOX

Sophomore protests tardy slip protest

Why kids take drugs

From Karen Groban, prefreshman:

Many teenagers at the University of Chi­ cago High School have a need for drugs.

I am a teenager at U-High at the present time. I know many people in the school and have read in the school newspaper, the Midway, that 70 percent of U-High students are on drugs.

(Editor’s note: A poll in the December 16, 1969 Midway indicated about a fifth of U-High students were on drugs. It was the first time that the figure was given. in the article Diane Southworth estimated that 70 percent had used drugs.)

Therefore, I feel I have the knowledge and authority to state my reasons for teen­ age drug use at U-High.

When teenagers have a hard time coping with reality or handling life, drugs sometimes mean an “escape.”

Another reason teenagers might take drugs is to get into their ‘in’ crowd. If these “in” crowds take drugs, then the teenager might be goals into trying drugs in order to get accepted.

Some seriously disturbed teenagers who could be suicidal or insane might take drugs on their own and out of a sense of desperation. A characteristic expression of teenagers in this group is that they want to “break through.”

To such teenagers, drugs seem their last chance and when it fails to produce the “breakthrough,” it may leave them feeling hopeless and in an even more up­ set, state than before. A certain number of such teenagers probably, in essence, quit life.

Also, there are teenagers who are social delinquents and would turn to any sorts of drugs in order to escape themselves. Among them are those who desire their homes perhaps because their own childhood need for love was defeated.

Hopefully, through guidance from teach­ ers, counselors and parents, young people will learn to find solutions to their problems — other than taking drugs.

An alderman’s praise

From Alderman Leo Despres:

Thank you for sending me the cop­ y and congratulations on Steve Gar­ mas’s excellent and careful article (“Pa­ tronage politics offer y ou a thl challenge: Despres,” January 27).

Junior Artist Geri Fox views Arts Week...
The Carmichael Style... rests on honesty, he says

By Barbara Goller

If you have ever read the Sunday newspaper or listened to the radio, you know that the New York Times has been making headlines again. This time it's about Bill Keller, the former editor of the Times, who was fired for his writings on racial issues. But what you may not know is that Keller's story is much more complex than it appears on the surface.

Keller, a graduate of Princeton University, became involved in the civil rights movement during his college years. He wrote about the movement in his weekly column for the Times, earning praise and criticism from both sides. Some of his colleagues admired his frankness and honesty, while others accused him of being too outspoken.

Keller's firing came as a shock to many, but it's not the first time he's been criticized for his views. In fact, Keller's career has been marked by controversy from the start. He's been accused of being too liberal, too conservative, and even too moderate. But one thing is clear: Keller stands by his beliefs, and he won't back down.

Keller's latest column, which tackled the issue of police brutality, has sparked a new round of debate. Some have called it a sign of the times, while others have dismissed it as mere sensationalism. Regardless of where you stand on the issue, there's no denying that Keller's voice is heard.

So the next time you read about the New York Times, remember that it's not just a newspaper. It's a place where controversial ideas are debated, and where people like Bill Keller are given a platform to express their views. Whether you agree with Keller or not, it's important to listen to what he has to say.

AD INFINITUM

Why people who want reform end up starting revolutions

By Mark Seidenberg

If U-High even rose-'em the real world, I am beginning to understand the rationale of forcing social change by shouting "Up against the wall" and throwing a bomb.

About a month ago, a U-High student who was a part of the protest group "The U-High's" drop-out who has none any more, and I, bored members, decided to look into the meaning and improvement on U-High through organizing the masses and public pressure.

As a result, Time's apartment at 1 a.m., the Student-Teacher Coalition's underground, students, no teachers and less coalition - was born. First rule of political organizing: all you need are clever initials and a telephone number.

WE SET OUT to organize concerned students (hip teachers and monied parents) into a kind of Laboratory Schools "Liberty Lobby." We soon found out that teachers would enthusiastically support us, but that few would admit to support the rest. We were afraid to jeopardize our positions or a group that could come in the way of hasty goals and programs.

True, we had no specific program. All we believed in was that a philosophy of education that made a truancy of the name "Laboratory Schools" and all the students of U-High after a certain age was certainly enough that needed to be changed.

PRINCIPALLY we just wanted to get kids thinking about their school, get everyone understanding exactly what was going on.

A few nights before the tardy protest - remember that? - I decided on a tactic to get kids' feet wet in the social protest game. One of my cohorts drew up an explanation, "Wanted: A Humane Education."

Two a.m., the morning of the protest the day after the students decided the effect was a waste of time because U-High was not worth saving.

BERNHARD. Can it be that what we have all decided in the morning hours before the tardy protest.:

BUT THE WHEELS were in motion and the show went on. Monday a couple hundred kids cascaded into the attendance office each period to get tardy slips.

Protest Monday saw Carl Rine milling around the protesters, making jokes as if we weren't really trying to tell him something.

Mark Seidenberg

But I saw also the original STC tanking me into his office as I picked up my 1 1/2 slip of the day to hyperventilate and apply. He told me we are to destroy the school.

BE THE END of the day the Student Teacher Coalition had grown to a dozen persons who sat in the Beverly print shop and talked dreamily of relevance and meaning. By then two of the original three had given up. We decided to stick to what we had all decided in the morning hours before the tardy protest.

CLAPS AND SLAPS

Art courses deserve more than single-period scheduling

By Barbara Goller

One day, some administrator in a far-off office will have to make the decision as to whether U-High is truly a laboratory school. Until that day, many students will be working to convince their school of spending more time in classes which inspire them rather than the dull classes which the obverse bureaucratic figure requires for graduation.

Unlike students of biology or physics, students in art courses have only one class four days a week at U-High, to which most of them must go to clear up homework, and they usually have half an hour per class period to work unhindered.

Wit and Wisdom

By Barbara Goller

Hey, Bertha! Wait'll you hear! My May Project's been approved. I'm gonna be Bill Keller
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AN IMPORTANT RESPONSIBILITY for Basketball Team Manager Harvey Weinberg is the job of preparing uniforms and equipment for away games, IN THE CLUTTERED equipment storeroom (photos from left) Harvey packs for a game that afternoon, the Maroons uniforms were at away events. THROUGH the rear door of the team bus he loads equipment for the game, THE MAROONS bring their own practice balls to away games.

Photo by Abram Katz

Cage manager's job mixes fantasy, hard work

By Steve Garmsa

Tapping his foot in time to a choke given by the opponent's cheerleaders, Basketball Team Manager Harvey Weinberg sat pock-picking in the Maroon black scoreboard during the game at Latin February 17.

As manager of the visiting team, Harvey was keeping an official scoreboard. (The home manager keeps the official log.)

Sitting at the corner of a table which separated a long row of chairs for the teams, Harvey recorded every basket, foul, time-out and change in lineup.

The game with the Romans had been close, producing a stomach-churning climax in which Harvey seemed unaffected.

Fooling around, Harvey and the Latin manager seated next to him collaborated in giving a play-by-play account of the game for no one but themselves.

Swimmers get second place in ISL meet

Ending what Coach Ed Pounder called "a very good second season with fine performances from a young team," defending champion U-High finished second in the Independent School League (ISL) swimming championships last Thursday and Friday here.

Senior Bill Denis took U-High's only first place in the 100-yard backstroke and 200-yard freestyle.

Final score was Lake Forest 75, U-High 26, Glenwood 22, Harvard-St. George 9, Elgin 7 and Latin 3.

Varsity defeated South Shore 60-21 February 10 there. Coach Pounder said the Tars concentrated on frosh-soph strength, resulting in a 51-30 Maroon loss in these events.

Like two experienced sports commentators they called the game as if were the Chicago Bulls against the Phoenix Suns. The U-High Bulls led beaten the Latin Suns by two points earlier in the season and this was a rematch.

As it into a microphones, Harvey cried "Boerwinkle hits" when a basket was scored. But the basket was made by the Maroons' own Steve Pitta and not by Tom Boerwinkle of the Chicago Bulls.

At the other end of the table someone else was also announcing the game, but with a real microphone. He wasn't as professional sounding as the two managers.

Most of the work of a manager doesn't involve such fooling around, Harvey swore it was an average of a half-hour getting ready for each away game.

The day before the game at Latin Harvey was in room 110 of Bunny Gym right after his last class at 3:18. He had to transfer the warm-up jackets from the white uniforms for home games to the maroon uniforms for away games and then pack them into a trunk.

After each home game Harvey phones in the results to the City News Bureau and gets $1 for his trouble. Seldom this season has Harvey been able to call and report a U-High victory.

The day of the Latin game Harvey used the third person through the doors of his last class. He was wearing the same plaid tie that he has worn for practically every away road game.

Waiting outside was a filthy yellow bus.

"Looks like the bus that broke down last year when we went to Latin," Harvey said when he saw it.

He occasionally gets to play basketball when an extra man is needed in practice.

During the Latin game, Harvey could do little for the team besides yelling from the sidelines.

Facky were purple, not from excitement or exhaustion, but because of a strange tint in the Latin lights.

"Bulls must score here," Harvey said more than a minute into the second period, when U-High trailed 32-41.

The Romans narrowed the Romans' lead but still trailed by 3 points when the ringing horn signaled the game was over.

54-57, The Latin manager was able to call the City News Bureau with good news that night.

"Well, only two more games to go," Harvey said.

Morgan Park first Netmen open with high hopes

With a chance for remaining undefeated, U-High's tennis team met Morgan Park 3:30 p.m., Tuesday, April 7, according to an enthusiastic Coach Ed Pounder.

"We should win at least 11 of our 12 matches," he said.

Maroons toughest competition, Mr. Pounder predicts, should come from Francis Parker, last year's Independent School League (ISL) champions, 3:30 p.m., Thursday, April 20, there.

"We have six or seven youngsters who are really good," he said.

"Whether we can be undefeated will depend on their willingness to work, ability to keep cool and concentration." Last year's team suffered from inexperience, but Mr. Pounder hopes play last season and summer will add experience to the squad.

Last year Morgan Park was building a team, according to Mr. Pounder.

"Excerpts for Tom Daniels, most of Morgan Park's team will have to improve greatly to give us any trouble," he said.

Icemen to meet Kenwood—strong skaters—finale

Game against a strong-skating Kenwood squad, 8:30 p.m. next Tuesday at Rainbo Arena, 4936 North Clark Street, ends U-High's ice hockey season.

Abandoning their tight defensive game, U-High's hockey team lost to Kenwood 9-6 February 26 at Rainbo Arena.

Forward Curt Cohen scored three goals for a hat-trick. Other Maroon goal scorers were Defensemen Gary Pekoe and John Godsmith and Forward Jerry Eisig.

Maroons dominated Macher last Tuesday, winning 15-5. U-High's ineffective display came in spite of violence, sometimes illegal, Macher body checking. Maroon goal scorers were Neal Bader, 4; Rip Barrah, 2; Curt Cohen, 2; Joe Barriah, 20; John Goldsmith, Rich Harris, Steve Kaplansky, 1 each.

He occasionally gets to play basketball when an extra man is needed in practice.

During the Latin game, Harvey could do little for the team besides yelling from the sidelines.

Facky were purple, not from excitement or exhaustion, but because of a strange tint in the Latin lights.

"Bulls must score here," Harvey said more than a minute into the second period, when U-High trailed 32-41.

The Romans narrowed the Romans' lead but still trailed by 3 points when the ringing horn signaled the game was over.

54-57, The Latin manager was able to call the City News Bureau with good news that night.

"Well, only two more games to go," Harvey said.

Daniels is a junior returning from last year.

Latin, whom the Maroons meet 3:30 p.m., Friday, April 10, here, according to Mr. Pounder has only one good player returning from last year, Senior Don Devoe.

"Meets this year not already mentioned will be as follows:

North Shore, 3:30 p.m., Friday, April 17, here; Francis Parker, 3:30 p.m., Tuesday, April 21, here; Lake Forest, 3:30 p.m., Tuesday, April 28, here.

Morgan Park, 4: p.m., Thursday, May 7, here; Coonley, 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, May 12, here; Francis Parker, 4:30 p.m., Friday, May 20, here; ISL Championships, Boston-Tuesday, May 28 & 29, here. Times unannounced.
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In preparation for the ISL swim championships, Thursday and Friday, Freeman Rick Swanson sharpened his diving.

Denis finished 90th at the state meet. He finished 2nd last year. Maroons easily defeated Elgin 63-30 March 3 there. Coach Pounder used many frosh-soph swimmers in the varsity meet in order to give them extra practices.

Lake Forest was stronger than U-High expected March 6 here as it downed the Maroons 66-2 to 39.
**Letterman's club dies of neglect**

By Craig Gordon

Remember the controversy last year when students founded a Letterman's Club? Some people considered it too exclusive and based on 'male chauvinist' appeal. Athletic supporters denied the charges, claiming anyone could earn a letter and attend meetings and events. If so, that argument has died on this year; it is probably because the club died first. Its跳跃 indicates that apathy was the main cause of death.

If APATHY indeed was the downfall of the Letterman's Club, hints of its doom were evident at birth. Although more than 100 students came to the club's opening meeting called in June, 1968, by Sian Denis and John Wachtel, both '68, few of them appeared interested in leading the organization.

After Brian Jack and Bruce Hurvitz, both '70, were elected president and vice president, respectively, Senior Bill Denis had to be drafted into the roles of treasurer because no one else would run.

Last year an average of 10 people attended Letterman's Club meetings, according to Bill.

SENIOR Jim Parsons, chairman of the club's poster committee last year, said the club was successful in its beginning but interest decreasing 'due to increased interest in other activities and because no one showed up.'

"They did everything," Jim said.

Less than 10 people came to two meetings last spring at which offers were to be solicited for 1969-70. Since the group did not constitute a quorum, elections were postponed until the fall.

JUNIOR COLIN JACK, Brian's brother, called a meeting but only about 10 or 15 people came, and even they didn't seem very interested, he recalls. Since then, the club has been inactive.

**Hurlers face weakened Morgan Park**

New baseball Coach Herb Smith can offer his players the benefit of a pro's point of view. He played baseball in the Chicago Cubs farm system before coming to U-High.

"I hope to give the kids the benefit of my expertise," he said. "I'll try to watch the same mistakes as an umpire and call balls and strikes." Mr. Smith, said Herb, doesn't know his players yet, but he is not coaching to lose.

Opening a 10-meet outdoor schedule, U-High's track team faces Kenwood, April 10, at Wood Field, 6th Street at Cottage Grove Avenue.

Since the Maroons have never won the Bromocoles before, Coach Bud Bannus isn't sure what to expect. During the indoor season, however, U-High narrowly lost to Calumet, which had earlier defeated Kenwood.

Maroons lost a triangular meet May 27 at the Fieldhouse. Final varsity score was Leo 60, Chicago 52, U-High 28.

Although winning the 2-mile, senior lan Hildebrandt failed to break the U-High indoor record of 10:21.5 held by Oscar Rattenborg, '65.

Hildebrandt's time was 10:32.1. Fresh-soph score was Leo 67, U-High 23 and Fenger 5.

Remainder of the outdoor schedule, with all meets at 4 p.m. unless indicated and all home meets at Stagg Field, follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 12</td>
<td>Lake Forest Academy</td>
<td>Fresh-soph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 19</td>
<td>Fieldhouse</td>
<td>Fresh-soph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27</td>
<td>Fieldhouse</td>
<td>Leo, Chicago, U-High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 18</td>
<td>Independence School</td>
<td>Leo, Chicago, U-High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regardless of talent, we'll win some games. Guts and desire play a large part in winning," he asserted.

After losing star pitcher Gust Kukla to graduation, Morgan Park (4-9) a Park's baseball team, whom the Maroons play 3:30 p.m., Tuesday, April 7, there should not be as strong as last year.

Maroons tied the Warriors for second place in the Independent School League last year.

U-High hosts Latin, 4 p.m., Fri.

Morgan Park Academy was the hardest challenge for both the varsity and junior varsity girls basketball teams this year, according to Coach Sally Lemo. Of five games played by the varsity team, the only two lost were to Morgan Park.

"One girl on their team was an exceptional shooter," Miss Leme said. "I've never seen a high school team play that way." Of four games played by the junior varsity, two of those losses were to Morgan Park. Last varsity game of the season was with Oak Lawn.

It was an easy win," Miss Leme said. "In the beginning I had wished we had more height on the varsity team, but things turned out well." Miss Leme said. Most of the varsity players were juniors and Miss Leme hopes they will be back next year.

The junior varsity can use a fresh start, she said, because "they played well individually but collectively they couldn't click."

Biggest disappointment of the season for the coach was frequent cancellation of games, including those against Francis Parker, April 4, and North Shore, March 19.

Forgetting such disappointments, however, Miss Leme celebrated the end of the season by treating her team to a Letterman's spaghetti dinner.

**SARNIT DRUG CO.**

"The Complete Drugstore"

1438 East 57th St.

DO 3-8262

**The Alhambra BOUTIQUE INTERNATIONAL**

10% Student Discount
5% Faculty Discount

1453 E. Hyde Park — 369-9215

**Ski Trippers...**

For after-ski apparel in women's wear, be sure to go to

Shelly's

1704 EAST 87TH ST.

731-0605

**Ski Trippers...**

Surprise your date with a dozen red roses from

Cornell Horist

1645 East 55th St.

FA 4-1651

**Oak Lawn, spaghetti end girls basketball season**

Naming of Seniors, Bruce Montgomery and Dave Thomas to the Independent School League (ISL) all-star team capped the basketball season for the Maroons.

The U-High team finished fourth in the ISL's South Division, with four wins and 11 losses. U-High's overall record of 7-16.

Coach Sally Lemo contended that U-High's performance was "proving the greatest challenge for both the varsity and junior varsity girls basketball teams this year, according to Coach Sally Lemo. Of five games played by the varsity team, the only two lost were to Morgan Park."

"One girl on their team was an exceptional shooter," Miss Leme said. "I've never seen a high school team play that way." Of four games played by the junior varsity, two of those losses were to Morgan Park. Last varsity game of the season was with Oak Lawn.

It was an easy win," Miss Leme said. "In the beginning I had wished we had more height on the varsity team, but things turned out well." Miss Leme said. Most of the varsity players were juniors and Miss Leme hopes they will be back next year.

The junior varsity can use a fresh start, she said, because "they played well individually but collectively they couldn't click."

Biggest disappointment of the season for the coach was frequent cancellation of games, including those against Francis Parker, April 4, and North Shore, March 19.

Forgetting such disappointments, however, Miss Leme celebrated the end of the season by treating her team to a Letterman's spaghetti dinner.
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Spiraling inflation leads cafeteria into the red

By Craig Gordon

Inflation, the curse of the nation also is the curse of U-High's cafeteria. The prices of food, overhead and salaries have gone up much more than we've raised our prices," said Miss Lylas Kay, general manager of University High residence hall and commons food services, who is involved in determining the price range in U-High's a la carte line, where hamburgers and cheeseburgers went up 16 cents this year.

Because of inflation, the cafeteria has been losing money every year, she said. Price of the Type A lunch, a predetermined meal without choices, 40 cents for students and 50 cents for faculty, is set by the state government, which subsidizes that meal, Miss Kay said.

The cafeteria orders food on a monthly, weekly and daily basis, according to Lab Schools' food supervisor Mary Landers. Canned foods, because they can be stored for a long time, are ordered monthly. Foods which must be available for preparation a day or more ahead of time — such as meats, potatoes, fresh fruits and vegetables, eggs and cheese — are ordered weekly. Pies, cakes, bread and milk are ordered daily.

Miss Landers usually keeps on hand a daily supply of 1200 to 1500 half-pint cartons of white milk and 600 cartons of chocolate milk.

THE KITCHEN STAFF's day begins at 7:15 a.m., with delivery of groceries. Meals are planned five weeks in advance.

MRS. MARY LANDERS, Foods Supervisor (photos above from top left), checks in 729 pounds of meat for hamburgers and hot dogs to be served during the week.

Meanwhile, Mr. Willis Grant, kitchen aide, places out for the six other members of the kitchen staff ingredients, pots, pans and special equipment to be used for the day's meal. In this case hamburgers and french fries.

(The cafeteria serves a predetermined "Type A" menu and operates a separate a la carte service.)

Other staff members and their jobs are as follows:

Mrs. Fanny Hill, head cook: Miss Mary Wimmes, grill cook; Ms. Kay Wimmes, order and specialty server; Miss Lulu Moore, salad chef and la carte server; Mrs. Dorothy Owen, soup chef and Type A line server; Mrs. Hermione Lanser, porter; and Mr. Gene Robinson, porter.

Mrs. Hill begins her day by cooking meat for the Type A lunch and pouring soup into a warming pot. Miss Wimmes and Miss Moore go to work on cakes, potatoes and salads.

At 10:45 a.m., Mrs. Hill takes performed hamburger patties made from a quarter-pound of the best grade meat, and sticks them in an oven "warmer." She slices cheese for "ala carte - part-time cheeseburgers and places a piece on each hamburger with grilling."

Then Mrs. Hill fries the frozen potatoes in deep fat. She continues cooking the burgers and fries until the cafeteria closes at 1:15 p.m. That way, she explains, "they don't get too dry and not too much is left over."

Before serving the lines of students waiting for lunch to start at 11 a.m., Mrs. Owen sets out more-bought pies and cakes which supplement the cafeteria's homemade baked goods.

Making Cheese sandwiches (bottom photos, left), Miss Wimmes bakes bread.

Before lunch, uncooked food that can't be salvaged is discarded and work begins on the next day's meal. Mrs. Hill browns meat and clean vegetables; Miss Wimmes bakes. Miss Moore prepares jello salads. By 1 p.m., the staff has cleaned the kitchen and is ready to head home.

School didn't tighten rules

Administrative hopes expressed at the beginning of the year for strengthened discipline have not been realized, according to Principal Carl Rinse (see editorial page 7). By enforcing rules, administrators hoped to decrease cuts, tardies and noise in the halls.

Mr. Rinse does think the attendance policy and order in the hall have improved, noting "things are far from perfect but better than last year." Calling a counselor in immediately when a student has a minimum amount of cuts or tardies "has worked reasonably well" in alerting them to students with problems, he said.

Though not quiet as they could be, halls "are more quiet than last year," Mr. Rinse said. "The students themselves are more quiet . . . not because there are roving supervisors and monitors in the halls but because students themselves are more considerate."

In Mr. Rinse's opinion the Tuesday-after-schoolwork program — students who have broken school rules are assigned to work after school on Tuesday scraping gum off desks and cleaning venetian blinds — has not been successful "because Student Board which runs it hasn't made it so." He added that "Student Board is having problems of its own which probably led to the failure of the program."